Transforming Cities Fund
Selby Station Gateway

Zone 1: Selby Plaza, Station Road & Selby Park
The area around Selby Railway Station is the district’s main transport hub
serving people beyond the immediate town centre. It is often the first place of
arrival or departure and the way it looks and feels influences people's
experience of the town.
Our proposals here aim to transform the area and provide a welcoming
experience for people travelling into Selby. We also want to enhance Selby
Park and provide a key route for walking and cycling to and from the railway
station.

We have also taken on board your feedback on the proposals for Selby Park
where you said we should be preserving the historic feel of the park, and some
concerns were raised over the potential loss of trees and green space. The
proposed cycle path near the children’s play area also raised a number of
safety concerns. We have therefore revised the design to enhance the park’s
existing character, while providing a route through the park to the station and
minimising tree loss. Key changes to the park design following earlier
consultation include:

You said, we did
In our most recent consultation in spring 2021, you said you liked our plans to
improve the look of the area surrounding the Rail Station, for better access
between the town centre and station, encouraging more people to use the
station and park facilities. Some concerns were raised over potential changes
to parking and vehicle access to the station. We have developed the designs
taking earlier feedback into consideration. Key changes to the proposals
include:

The latest proposals retain the overall layout and character of the park and
primarily focus on improving the quality of the footpaths, planting, and
access, to ensure the park’s historic character remains intact
The war memorial’s setting will be enhanced so that more people can
access and gather around it during key events
The latest design significantly reduces the level of tree loss within the park
and focuses on those trees which are of lower quality, unsafe or are not in
keeping with the local character. We are considering possible planting of
additional trees to improve the environment at the park too
It is no longer proposed to take the cycle path past the children’s play
area. An improved cycle route along the outside edge of the park is
proposed instead

The Plaza proposal has now been revised to make it easier to access on
foot. We are proposing a level public space that can accommodate events
and activities, as well as spill out space for potential future development
such as a restaurant or café
Footway space will be wider, most crossing points will be raised making it
easier to cross on a continuous level surface. General wayfinding will be
clearer and easier to read
Taxi bays remain outside of the taxi office and will include fast EV charging
to encourage the use of Electric Vehicles
The disabled bays on Station Road will have EV charging facilities
Pick up and drop off spaces are proposed opposite the taxi bays
Alternative new parking for rail station users will be relocated to Cowie
Drive

Zone 1 Plan A: Shows the layout for these updated proposals
Zone 1 Visualisation A: Helps communicate the plans for the new station
plaza.
Zone 1 Visualisation B: Provides a birds eye view of the Station and Park.
Proposed Materials Palette: Shows the types of materials we are considering for
this project. Materials will be confirmed during the next stage of design.

Zone 1: Key

Zone 1 Plan A: Selby Plaza, Station Road & Selby Park

Zone 1 Visualisation A: Selby Plaza

Zone 1 Visualisation B: Selby Rail Station & Park

Proposed Materials Palette
These images show the types of materials we are considering for this project. Materials will be confirmed during the next stage
of design.
Safe segregated cycle lanes

York Stone paving and granite kerbs

Resin bound surfaces for paths

Stone paving

Double row granite setts

Wildflower planting

